
Vision  
Leicester Academy 

Grades 9-12 
(Becker College Leicester Campus Property) 



The Opportunity of a Lifetime
The opportunity to create a campus 
atmosphere for our students at the 
former Becker College/Leicester 
Junior College/Leicester Academy 
is exciting - and is the opportunity 
of a lifetime for the students of 
Leicester.

 

Vision: Opportunity  



Although there will be plenty of 
re-purposing, remodeling and creative 
thinking to make this a reality, the site has 
enormous potential.  Beyond the obvious 
benefit of having a college campus as our 
high school, we could open the door to 
possibly offering vocational components, 
and/or creating a collaborative program 
(enabling us to bring back our special 
education students).

 

Vision: Growth  



Our student athletes and youth sports 
teams would have the opportunity to 
play on a newly renovated turf field and 
in a college gym, addressing the 
struggle our town leagues and schools 
have faced with limited field and gym 
availability over the years.  

 

Vision: Athletics  



V

 

Vision: Academics  
Leicester: A Destination District
The vision of securing a safe, autonomous 
and comprehensive high school for our 
current population of 450 students, includes 
the use of several buildings, including the 
Fuller Campus Center (1), Campus Center 
West (2), Borger Academic Center (4), 
Swan Learning Commons (7), Knight Hall 
(6), and the gymnasium (11) and fields (13). 
With an eye toward the future, there is the 
prospect of housing vocational and/or 
special education programs in the Lenfest 
Animal Health Center (10), as well as 
Berkshire and Hampshire Halls (20, 21). 

 

Vision: Destination District 



 

Vision: Real World Learning 

Maintaining Lenfest Animal Health Center 
(10), as well as Berkshire and Hampshire 
Halls (20, 21) for future use would allow us 
to realize the vision of providing 
opportunities not only for our students, but 
for becoming a destination district for area 
students, and possibly partnering with other 
area vocational schools.  Berkshire and 
Hampshire Halls could also open the door 
for summer academies, adventure 
sleep-away camps, and transitional 
programs for our special education students.



 

Envision the Future  

Should the town support the purchase of 
Becker, our plan would include moving the 
middle school to the current high school, and 
removing the middle school building for field 
use (there is also the possibility of 
maintaining the current middle school 
cafeteria and gym for town use). Leicester 
Academy could also expand beyond grades 
9-12 in the future, depending on the growth 
and vision of the programming.



Thank You!


